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Off the press
Financial media are no longer able to play the strongly supportive role that 

the King code had once considered imperative.

A
s corporate SA prepares to accommodate 

the fourth incarnation of the King governance 

code, which this time embraces not only 

companies but also retirement funds as a specified 

segmental category, here’s a flashback to the 2002 

version:

The adoption of the philosophy of regulation by 

disclosure pre-supposes the existence of well-trained 

active financial journalists....The journalists’ profession 

should encourage ways of ensuring that qualifications are 

enhanced and programmes implemented to ensure high 

standards of financial journalism.

Such was the thinking aspirational, or wishful as it 

turns out, that subsequent Kings haven’t alluded to this 

pre-supposition. The omission makes it no less relevant 

but only more glaring, and menacing, for the success of 

regulation by disclosure.

Pre-supposition means a starting point that’s tacitly 

assumed. Instead of going the way that the early King 

considered essential, the pre-supposition has warped 

in the opposite direction. Since 2002 the core of skilled 

financial journalists has markedly shrunk. With them 

has gone the capacity to interrogate the disclosures on 

which the efficacy of King relies.

This is no place to apportion blame. But it is a 

place to confront reality. If this pool of “well-trained 

active financial journalists” is as critical to King 

as it had identified, than its ongoing evaporation 

(disproportionate to replenishment) must concern 

everybody who wants to take King seriously. Solutions, 

anybody?

And not only King. There’s a plethora of codes, 

guidances, regulations and laws that require relevant 

financial disclosures. Without an adequate core of 

financial journalists to examine them, and publicly 

discuss them, who’ll be canaries in the mineshaft for 

the market-conduct authority under the soon-to-be-

enacted Financial Sector Regulation Bill? Who’ll be the 

carriers of whistleblowers’ exasperations?

It’s impossible to “pre-suppose” something whose 

existence hangs by a thread, and whose prospects for 

strengthening barely exist. Long tenures of journalists 

in specialist roles, enabling maturation of their insights 

and enhancing gravitas of their brands, is eroded by a 

reweighting towards the employment and training of 

lesser-paid juniors who constantly flow; unsurprisingly, 

because the industry’s remuneration levels invite 

poachers.

FIRST WORD
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Prior to 2002, the internet was in its infancy. 

Financial media were dominated by well-staffed print 

titles. Institutional memory mattered. Experience 

counted. Originality and uniqueness of content were 

prioritised. Development of trusted contact networks 

was a prized currency. 

This all required investment in editorial which, back 

then, proprietors had the wherewithal to encourage. 

Back then, too, a generation of proprietors considered 

editorial quality to be paramount; broadly speaking, 

that is. And publications, stuffed with advertisements, 

could offer comprehensive coverage of reader-relevant 

topics that today’s thin paginations disallow.

Subsequent to 2002, the landscape has radically 

changed. Financial media are 

fragmented across myriad print and 

electronic channels. Free content 

proliferates. There’s an inundation 

of 24-hour information sources, 

jumping from one highlight to the 

next, overwhelming selection and 

digestion.

Originality is obscured by the 

commoditisation of news across 

countless platforms, social media included, for quick 

consumption. Through dotcoms, ready accessibility 

of globalised titles has sharpened the competitive mix 

available to a time-constrained business marketplace.

While website viewerships have soared, print 

circulations have collapsed. Revenues from the 

former are minimal in comparison with what the 

latter once comfortably commanded. The lack, even 

absence, of resource militates against the retention, 

let alone recruitment, of “well-trained active financial 

journalists”. 

They cost more to train and to keep than many 

proprietors are willing or able to spend. Better to 

fill space with agency copy, syndicated material 

and opinion pieces; endless opinion pieces, because 

contributors come cheaper than employees. 

It’s a tribute to the remaining core of “well-

trained active financial journalists” that, given the 

circumstances, originality and investigation persist 

to an extent now exceptional. But the core is ageing, 

vulnerable to voluntary or involuntary culling. 

Moreover, the better that financial journalists are 

trained and skilled the more likely that their editorial 

duties are deflected into managing, mentoring 

and rewriting; endless rewriting, for undeveloped 

competence standards to match desired publication 

standards.

The milieu, to put it gently, is pressurised. Google, 

unfortunately, is not entirely synonymous with research. 

Neither are comments on a press handout necessarily to 

be construed as value added.

Nothing can compensate for the paucity of 

newsroom personnel. That probably explains why 

attendance at company briefings and shareholder 

meetings, much more helpful in sensing the flavour 

of information than press 

releases dutifully regurgitated, is 

too occasional to stimulate the 

interrogation and activism that King 

seeks to advance. 

King and its retirement-

funds complement, the Code for 

Responsible Investing in SA, are 

heavy on “sustainability” disclosures 

in annual reports. Yet media attention 

tends to focus primarily on directors’ remuneration. 

Such other performance criteria as environmental 

impacts and employment practices rarely get a look-in. 

Contrary to the best intentions of King, company 

reporting in puffery and waffle usually passes without 

notice. And, like retirement-fund trustees, don’t expect 

too many financial journalists to absorb balance sheets 

either. At best, their readership of annual reports is 

sporadic.

Drafters of the early King were ambitious in their 

pre-supposition about financial journalists. Drafters 

of the later King will need to find alternatives for 

regulation by disclosure to work as they want.

King IV has clear recommendations for 

improvements in the governance of companies and 

retirement funds. Less clear is how, confronted by the 

limitations of financial media, their implementation is 

to be monitored for public assessment.

Allan Greenblo, 

Editorial Director  
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CREDIT RATINGS

Risks of a R2,7 trillion 
wipe-out

Effects of the Gordhan showdown in hard numbers. Mass mobilisation needed.

I
t seems ages ago, although it was only in late July, 

that the Association of Savings & Investment SA 

(ASISA) had put together a presentation setting 

out the likely consequences were SA sovereign debt 

downgraded to junk in the rating agencies’ December 

review. Back then, when Finance Minister Pravin 

Gordhan still seemed firmly ensconced and the 

downgrade looked avoidable, the presentation was a 

timely warning. 

Since then, such have been the pressures on Gordhan 

and National Treasury – partly extending even to the SA 

Reserve Bank – that revisiting the presentation should 

trigger a panic attack. Barring an infusion of President 

Jacob Zuma-led cabinet coherence, a downgrade is 

marching towards inevitability. 

Make no mistake that members of pension and 

provident funds will be severely impacted. By the time 

they realise it, and they will realise it when the many 

millions of fund members receive their subsequent 

benefit statements, speaking out on their behalf will be 

too late (see Cover Story).

The missing link in the communications chain is a 

collective voice for retirement funds; not for financial 

institutions to speak alone as fiduciary bodies, because 

this can be perceived by those trying to score a 

political points as shareholder-owned big businesses 

protecting their own interests, but for trustees to 

scream in their fund members’ interests, cutting right 

across party-political lines.

Pressure from the bottom up is lacking because 

member education is lacking. Members of funds, and 

perhaps also a preponderance of trustees, are simply 

unaware of the influence that their mass mobilisation 

can assert. Support of Gordhan at this time is critical 

not only for them directly and immediately but also for 

the nation as a whole. There’s no more representative 

cross-section of SA’s demographic, black and white, on 

the scale of retirement funds.

These funds are obliged by regulation to invest in SA 

government and government-backed bonds. The more 

the yield on them rises, to attract foreign and domestic 

investment, the more their prices fall. Falling prices 

obviously mean falls in retirement funds’ portfolio 

values. They also mean that government and state-

owned enterprises will have to pay more to service their 

debts, leaving less money available for anything else; 

such as, heaven forbid, social grants.

The consequences of junk status go much deeper. 

As the ASISA presentation put it: “If SA loses its 

investment-grade rating, foreign investors, many of 

which are pension funds, would be forced to withdraw 

their money from SA. Given that 39% of JSE-listed 

stocks is owned by foreign investors, such a mass 

withdrawal could result in outflows of up to R2,7 

trillion. This would have a hugely negative impact on 

ordinary South Africans who are the majority in the 
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39% black shareholding on the JSE via pension and 

provident funds, community savings schemes and black 

staff share schemes.”

In other words, a sell-off by foreign investors 

won’t be restricted to bonds. It will extend to equities 

also, further damaging the value of retirement funds’ 

portfolios. The effect will be felt in reduced benefits for 

all fund members; in fact, for all savers invested directly 

or indirectly on the JSE, and further for the country as a 

whole (see box).

The renewed hammering of the rand, significantly 

self-inflicted, must also hit all consumers and workers 

because it will effectively cut their real incomes. SA 

must pay in foreign currency for imports used both for 

finished products and local manufacture. Thus prices of 

goods will rise faster than salaries and wages can keep 

pace.

That ASISA warns of a ZAR25/USD1 exchange 

rate is frightening. That there isn’t proactive mass 

outrage and mobilisation at the prospect, like there is in 

reactions to retrenchments that surely beckon, reflects 

woeful levels of financial awareness.

A paradox is that all this comes to a head when 

National Treasury, in a bid to make the structures 

for long-term savings more attractive, is battling for 

retirement-fund reform to progress. Tax incentives, 

improved fund governance, better-qualified trustees, 

measures to contain fees and the like are rendered 

peripheral by the overarching issue.

It’s how to strengthen the hand of National Treasury 

so that job-creating economic growth becomes feasible 

and the relegation to junk is avoided, not merely as 

a patchwork for the here-and-now but for the longer 

term as a prerequisite for a restoration of the investor 

confidence on which SA depends.  
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FLASHBACK AND FAST FORWARD TO FUTUREGROWTH



We’re not going to brag 
about the fact that we’ve 
won another prestigious 

industry award, this time at 
the Institute of Retirement 
Funds’ national showcase*.

 OK, maybe just one more time. 
 
 

* FedGroup walked away with gold in the Stakeholder Communication 

Project category at the 2016 Best Practices Industry Awards.

fedgroup.co.za FedGroupFedGroup Life Ltd (Reg. No. 2007/018003/06) 
An authorised financial services provider. FAIS No. 40607
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PERSONAL LIABILITY

Still want to be a trustee?
Then go for it, provided you can take the heat like the ‘IF four’.

T
his should hardly be a question, but put 

at its simplest the answer has become hotly 

contested: when trustees of a pension fund have 

behaved reasonably in performance of their fiduciary 

responsibilities, can they still be held personally liable for 

the losses suffered by the fund despite the losses having 

been caused by a duly-appointed service provider?

Yes, held Pension Funds Adjudicator Lukhimane in 

a 2013 ruling against trustees of the IF umbrella pension 

and provident funds. Although the determination lacked 

analysis of the trustees’ efforts at oversight of the service 

provider, to whom administration of the funds had been 

delegated prior to their appointment, the Adjudicator 

concluded that the trustees must be held personally 

liable “by reason of their failure to exercise their duties 

of proper care and diligence in the management of the 

funds”.

No, not in this instance, say Gail le Grellier, Renier 

Botha, David Lepar and Carel Smith. They were IF 

trustees during various periods between November 2006 

and February 2011, but critically in July 2010 when they 

decided that the funds’ databases had to be rebuilt. 

Heads of argument have now been filed on the 

trustees’ behalf by Mohammed Chohan SC and Mark 

Costa in the Pretoria High Court. They’re applying for 

the 2013 determination to be set aside and substituted 

with an order dismissing the complaint that had been 

lodged with the Adjudicator, alternatively for the trustees 

to be relieved of personal liability. 

There are 34 respondents. They include the 

Adjudicator, over two dozen employers participating in 

the IF funds and Tony Kamionsky of Dynamique which 

administered the funds from December 2005 to January 

2008. Kamionsky was also the chairperson and a trustee 

of the funds during this period.

The matter has taken ages to reach the courts (see 

particularly TT Sept-Nov ’13 and Dec ’13-Feb ’14). In 

essence, the complaint upheld by the Adjudicator was 

that the decision by Le Grellier and her three colleagues 

(“the trustees”) to rebuild the records of the funds was 

an improper exercise of their powers as trustees. The 

rebuild, undertaken by Deloitte so that monies in the 

funds could be reconciled with credits to members, had 

cost R18,7m.

The trustees had resolved that this cost be paid by the 

IF and Dynamique funds through a levy against their 

respective assets. But the Adjudicator ruled that the four 

trustees, not fund members by a 2,5% deduction in their 

fund credits, personally pay the R18,7m rebuild cost (less 

the “negligible” R1m later paid by Kamionsky, without 

admitting to maladministration, in settlement of civil 

claims).

Counsel points out that, in the complaint, the 

trustees weren’t accused of maladministering the IF 

funds. Rather, as trustees, they were responsible for 

actions of Dynamique as administrator. To the extent 

that Dynamique had maladministered the funds, the 

Adjudicator had held, the trustees were responsible 

either vicariously or because they had failed to exercise 

proper oversight over Dynamique.

Further, according to the heads of argument:

The applicants (the trustees) were only appointed 

well into the life of the IF funds. During their tenure 

they became aware that annual financial statements 

had not been audited. They accepted in good faith 



the representations of Dynamique that processes 

were underway to finalise them;

At regular trustee meetings in 2006 and 2007, 

Le Grellier and Botha (who’d assumed office prior 

to being joined by Lepar and Smith) raised concerns 

about the lack of proper administration reports. 

“Dynamique and Kamionsky provided plausible 

explanations and ameliorated their concerns. It was 

only when Dynamique departed, and AON was 

appointed (to replace Dynamique as administrator), 

and after AON began reconciling membership data, 

that the applicants were told and thus became aware 

of the fact that the IF funds’ membership data lacked 

integrity and was unreliable;

The complaint before the Adjudicator does not 

suggest what the trustees should have done and when 

they should have done it. If the end result is the same, 

irrespective of the time that the maladministration 

was discovered, the trustees cannot be accused of 

having caused prejudice because the rebuild was 

“necessary, prudent and inevitable”. (Even if the 

trustees had fired Dynamique immediately on their 

appointment, and engaged a new administrator, the 

records would still have needed a rebuild because 

of circumstances that began long before the four 

trustees had been appointed.)

The court will need to determine whether:

The applicants, as trustees of the IF funds, ought to 

be held personally liable for the maladministration of 

Dynamique and Kamionsky;

The applicants’ decision to treat the costs of the 

rebuild as a special ad hoc expense to the IF funds 

was a proper exercise of their powers as trustees.

An application under the relevant s30P of the 

Pension Funds Act is regarded as an appeal in 

the wide sense, the heads argue, requiring a complete 

rehearing and fresh determination on the merits of the 

matter with or without additional information: “The 

court is therefore not limited to a decision whether the 

Adjudicator’s determination was right or wrong. Neither 

is it confined to the evidence or the grounds on which 

the Adjudicator’s determination was based. The court 

can consider the matter afresh and make any order 

it deems fit, provided that it determines substantially 

the same ‘complaint’ as the one determined by the 

Adjudicator.”

Certain minutes had not been furnished to the 

Adjudicator because neither she nor any complainants 

had requested copies. However, in her response to 

the Adjudicator, Le Grellier had referred to what was 

discussed at relevant meetings.

Should the minutes nonetheless be considered new 

evidence, the trustees must apply for leave to place 

them before the court. They’ve done so in their replying 

affidavit to the answering affidavit of a complainant/

respondent. There can be no prejudice because the 

complainant has not disputed what’s recorded in the 

minutes.

There’s abundant evidence in the founding papers, it’s 

submitted, that from the time of their appointments 

in 2006 Le Grellier and Botha had taken all reasonable 

measures that would ultimately have led to a rebuild 

from the IF funds’ inception. Their task was made the 

more invidious because they were co-trustees with 

Kamionsky.

He has not been held liable in his capacity as a 

trustee. Rather, his negligence “stems from his actions 

as the controlling mind and representative of the 

administrator responsible for the maladministration”.

Even if the question of the liability of co-trustees 

for breach of trust were relevant in the present matter 

– although it is trite that in exercising its powers the 

board acts as one – this does not necessarily mean 

that board members are jointly and severally liable 

for compensation for a loss caused to the fund or its 

members by a single board member.

In the present case, it’s argued, Le Grellier and Botha 

had clearly not adopted a supine approach. They’d 

acted with the requisite care and caution. They did 

not themselves have the necessary skills or expertise 

to administer the funds. So they relied, as the rules 

required, on Dynamique. “They ought not therefore to 

be held jointly and severally liable with Kamionsky for 

his negligence.”

Almost a side issue, because the court won’t have to 

decide on it, is the contention of Kamionsky that the 

cost of the rebuild would have been recovered from 
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THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

Ethics to the fore
A unique initiative is underway at the Gordon Institute of Business Science. TT 

caught up with Gideon Pogrund, director of the Ethics & Governance Think Tank.

TT: Why have an ethics think-tank, and why 

now?

Pogrund: Globally, there has been a quiet yet dramatic 

transformation in how the purpose and role of the 

corporation have been perceived; from an amoral entity 

exclusively focused on maximising shareholder wealth 

within the parameters of the law, to a moral protagonist 

with a wider set of responsibilities. This has resulted in 

a growing emphasis on ethics in business schools. GIBS 

wants to position itself in the forefront of this process.

SA is facing enormous ethical problems and social 

challenges. Transformation in the expectations of 

the corporation has become especially pertinent. 

Conditions for the success of businesses are under 

threat. Companies can’t afford to be myopically focused 

on short-term profits. The purpose of the Ethics & 

Governance Think Tank is to explore, influence and 

determine how SA business can follow a more ethical 

approach and, in so doing, help secure a more successful, 

sustainable future for itself and the country.

Any particular reason that a business school, namely 

GIBS, has been selected for it?

GIBS is one of Africa’s leading business schools. It 

provides academic rigour. At the same time, it deeply 

engages with SA business and society. It is known as the 

“business school for business” and has close relationships 

with many of SA’s leading companies. The GIBS campus, 

visited by over 3 500 people each week, is extraordinarily 

vibrant. So we have the capacity to generate thought 

leadership and then disseminate it to a wide audience. 

Your events have attracted packed houses. But aren’t 

the impacts diminished by the audience profiles 

suggesting a preach to the converted?

Our aim is to reach as broad an audience as possible, 

not merely those working in the areas of compliance, 
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the funds’ professional indemnity insurance had the 

cover not lapsed because the trustees had not paid the 

premiums. But this contention, it’s countered, is flawed.

First, until the rebuild was done, there was no claim 

or loss suffered by the funds. Second, the insurance 

policies exclude liability relating to “any claim/loss 

arising in any way from the issues raised by the auditors” 

following their audit for the year to end-February 2006 

i.e. prior to the appointment of the applicants as trustees.

In any event, writing to Kamionsky in 2011, the 

insurer’s attorneys stated: “At all material times prior to 

inception of the policy commencing 1 August 2009, you 

bore knowledge of material facts relating to errors or 

omissions, or alleged errors or omissions, with regard 

to administration of the funds by Dynamique. Such 

information was material to assessment of the risk and 

should have been disclosed prior to inception of the 

policies.”

Even had payments of the premiums continued, 

the insurers would have moved to void the policy due 

to Kamionsky’s alleged misrepresentation and non-

disclosure. 



ethics and sustainability. The audiences at our public 

forums have comprised a wide range of people, 

including managers from diverse departments in leading 

corporations, with whom interaction is encouraged.

We also aim to reach students. We’d like to help 

ensure that they emerge with a deeper sensitivity to and 

understanding of ethics, vital to the future development 

of ethical business leadership in SA.

What exactly should be embraced by the concept of 

ethics in business? Surely there is already sufficient 

emphasis – through the King code and the like – on 

such “sustainability” factors as environmental, social 

and governance issues that companies and retirement 

funds are duty-bound to advance? Are such initiatives 

inadequate?

It goes without saying that King’s contribution 

has been ground breaking. Other organisations and 

initiatives also play an important role. We look for 

opportunities to collaborate.

Part of our value proposition comes in response to 

a difficult paradox. You can have the best legislation 

and corporate governance reports in the world. But if 

people don’t buy into their underlying values, the impact 

is limited. At best, people will comply in a ‘tickbox’ 

fashion. At worst, there will be circumventions and even 

violations.

For many, there might be a grudging acceptance of 

compliance as a necessary cost for doing business. But 

the ethical principles underpinning it are not necessarily 

treated as integral to business success. Our contribution 

is to help shift ethics from the periphery to the centre.

We need to persuade business leaders that ethics 

is not only a risk-management tool but also a source 

of competitive advantage. In turn, this depends on 

transforming our understanding of the relationship 

between ethics and compliance. It’s about working to 

make values-based behaviours an inherent part of our 

business models, with regulatory compliance being an 

outcome rather than a goal.

You’ve mentioned at the GIBS public forums that 

there’s a need to “rebrand” ethics. What do you mean?

There is substantial work to be done in terms of 

changing perceptions, getting senior business leaders 

to talk about how implementation of a values-based 

approach is vital for business success. When an executive 

with the record of Imperial’s Mark Lamberti emphasises 

this point at a forum, for example, it helps to shift how 

people view ethics. That’s the sort of thought leadership 

we’re attempting to stimulate.

So far your functions have focused on the private 

sector. Can’t you get the public sector involved too? 

Perhaps a few people tainted by corruption scandals?

We have begun dialogue sessions between leaders 

from various societal stakeholders including the 

public sector, labour, students and the media. There 

are tough issues that need to be discussed, and we feel 

that it is better to do so not in a public forum but in 

an environment where people can speak with more 

candour and directness. 

The purpose of these sessions is to promote 

understanding and trust as an antidote to the dangerous 

polarisation that exists in SA society. It is also to gather 

insights and recommendations which, in due course, we 

intend to share with wider audiences.

GIBS is uniquely placed to organise and host these 

sessions because of its remarkable convening power. 

Many people from across the societal spectrum regard 

it as a trusted space and are willing to participate in our 

programmes. 

Not yet a year into the programme, how would you 

say that it’s been received and what are your hopes for 

its future?

Getting the think tank up and running has been 

demanding. Perhaps inevitably, we have encountered 

some scepticism and indifference. But overall, the 

response has been really positive.

A key outcome is to develop an ethical framework 

– made up of a series of a practical insights and 

specific recommendations – for SA business. 

Leveraging GIBS’ brand and infrastructure, we intend 

then that key business constituencies will buy into this 

framework. 

I’m not suggesting that that it will offer a magical 

panacea. But it is wrong to think that if you can’t do 

everything, you should do nothing. We believe that the 

programme can make a significant contribution. 
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A lot of responsibility has been placed on trustees, not only 

growth in members’ retirement fund portfolios. Particularly 
in this environment of lower returns, it is important to offer 
trustees alternative opportunities for sustainable risk-
managed investment growth at lower levels of volatility. 
Alternative investments, such as hedge funds, do precisely 
this. They can offer pension funds potentially equity-like 
returns with less volatility. 

Alternative investments use non-traditional approaches. 
They typically offer a distinct set of attributes not commonly 
found in mainstream investment products e.g. short selling, 
derivatives and leverage to maximise investor returns 
irrespective of whether the markets are going up or down.

across different sectors and asset classes, and to respond 
quickly to market changes, using tools that may not be 
available to traditional asset managers. 

Non-traditional approaches have enabled hedge fund 

capitalise on mispricings between similar securities. Hedge 
funds are designed to reduce market volatility for investors 
by applying these specialist strategies. They should be 

portfolio.

Derivatives
from any underlying set of assets, including equities or debt 
instruments. Short-selling is selling something you don’t 
own (have borrowed). The thinking behind this is that by the 
time you need to return the asset to the lender you would 
have been able to buy it at a cheaper price. Leverage is 

upswings and downswings by going short on the stocks 
they believe are overvalued, and long on the stocks they 
regard as undervalued. Use of shorting and leverage can 

introduce some risk into a fund, but if used appropriately 
these tools can also be used to manage risk within a 
portfolio and to enhance returns.

A relative-value hedge fund strategy exploits differences 
in the price or rate of the same or similar securities. It 

alone. The relative-value fund may take positions if the gap 
between prices or rates is considered to have reached its 
peak and is thus expected to shrink, or may take a position 
in a security if similar securities are experiencing price 
changes.

A relative-fund manager will take long positions on 
securities considered undervalued, while taking short 
positions on securities considered overvalued. Fund 
managers determine what they consider normal differences 
in prices or rates by examining historical movements, and 
take positions that exploit gaps until the normal state is 
reached.

are taken on (i) the level of the interest rate (ii) the slope of 

linked bond curve), and  (iii) the curvature i.e. whether there 
are dislocations along the yield curves that offer relative-
value opportunities. Proprietary models then determine 

opportunities.

along the term structure of interest rates (i.e. the yield 
curve). Here, leverage is used to combine mostly market-
neutral long and short positions between different interest 
rate instruments to express the relative-value view. 

Hedge funds can add value to institutional investment strategies by reducing the dependence 
on traditional solutions and helping solve new challenges in an uncertain environment. 

So says Bruce Simpson, chief executive of Sanlam Alternatives, 
a division of Sanlam Investment Management.
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reduce the dependence on cash returns (driven by interest 

therefore less risky than typical long-only funds. 

possible and our returns are uncorrelated to other asset 
classes. We therefore don’t experience the same kind of 
drawdowns that one would experience in vanilla long-only 
funds during times of market turmoil. 

Further, we run stop-losses on directional positions, 
enabling us to cut positions when the market proves a 
position is wrong. For example, whereas the JSE all-bond 
index lost nearly 7% in December as a result of “Nenegate”, 
we were down only 0,8%. 

Long/short equity is a fund management approach that 
involves combining both long positions (buying shares) and 
short positions (selling stocks borrowed) in order to make 
money. We all know about “buying low and selling high”. 
But what if you could “sell high and then buy low”? That is 
exactly what we do in hedge funds.

By using this approach it may be possible to double the 
number of ways to make money. By being able to sell 
high and buy low, we can also make money out of falling 

Our approach is thematic. We dig into the economic forces 
that are driving the world economy and the local factors that 
impact stocks. We look though our investment telescope and 

ask what the economy will look like 18 months from now.

we be buying or selling retailers? Are populations getting 
older or younger, thus should we be investing into hospitals 
or schools? Will there be more electric cars on our roads in 
10 years’ time and will we even have our hands on steering 
wheels, thus should we invest in companies that make 
automotive sensors and computer chips?

for the weakest players, vulnerable to poor conditions, 
and build a portfolio of long and short stock positions. We 
combine this with an active trading approach that ensures 
we cut our losses quickly. This allows us to create a fund 
that gives a consistent return.

They work across a combination of two main asset classes 

is made up of instruments such as bonds, interest-rate 
derivatives (e.g. swaps) and currencies. The equities book 
comprises stocks and equity derivatives. Uniquely, our two 
books are managed in conjunction with each other i.e. the 
managers aim to exploit opportunities in multiple asset 
classes while simultaneously targeting low correlations to 
the direction of these asset classes. 

Within each of the two books, there are different strategies. 

manage and reduce risks, ultimately to bring smooth ‘alpha’ 
generation and long-term risk-adjusted returns. 

Alternative investments allow the creation of a retirement 
fund portfolio with superior risk-return characteristics. 
Giving pension fund trustees access to a broad set of 
innovative investment tools, alternatives ensure the 
protection and growth of fund members’ wealth regardless 
of market movements.

Sanlam Investment Management (Pty) Ltd (“SIM”) is an authorised Financial 

Services Provider. This article is intended for information purposes only and 

terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act. Independent 

investment decision.

www.sanlaminvestments.com
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CLASS ACTION

A case to answer
Solidarity responds to the GEPF. Another instance of where 

the application by trustees of fund rules is in dispute.

T
he attempt by trade union Solidarity to 

launch a class action against the Government 

Employees Pension Fund, for it to recalculate 

the actuarial formula for payment of members’ accrued 

benefits (TT July-Sept), has been sharpened by the 

affidavit of Solidarity deputy head Johan Kruger in 

reply to the GEPF. A similar application filed by the 

Public Servants Association, representing a host of trade 

unions in the public sector, largely underpins Kruger’s 

contentions.

The actual amount of money at stake, and the 

number of members likely to be affected, are not 

apparent. Kruger says that this is because the GEPF has 

chosen not to provide the information. 

The GEPF had pointed out that the appointed 

actuary advises the trustee board, in the actuarial 

report, on the actuarial factors that should be applied 

to a fund. These factors are then used to determine 

members’ benefits.

But such an argument creates the impression, 

believes Kruger, that the trustee board is simply an 

innocent bystander with no role to play in the process. 

He considers this “a material misconception” of a 

trustee board’s nature and functions.

The actuarial interest factors, he claims, are not to be 

automatically adjusted in accordance with the actuary’s 

report. At best, the actuary makes a recommendation 

for the board’s consideration. It is then is for the board 

to accept or reject the recommendation, or refer it 

back to the actuary for revision. Only once the board is 

satisfied can it present, as it must, the actuarial factors 

to the Finance Minister (a respondent in the matter) 

and employee organisations for consultation.

On none of these criteria, Solidarity insists, had 

the GEPF satisfied its own requirements. At the 

meeting where it approved the revised factors, the 

trustee board had not recorded that its approval was 

subject to consultation with the Minister or employee 

organisations. 

In the boards’ subsequent letter to the Minister, 

it neither pointed out that the approval was subject 

to consultation nor did it make the Minister aware 

of the procedures in the fund rules by which he had 

to exercise a discretion in accepting or rejecting the 

board’s approval.

The GEPF had contended that consultation with 

employee organisations was achieved because six 

members of the 16-member board are nominated by 

the Public Service Co-ordinating Bargaining Council. 

Kruger counters: “The (fund) rule does not require 

consultation with the board of trustees but with the 

employee organisations. The fund was obliged to 

consult with the employee organisations individually.”

Moreover, argues Kruger, there has been no 

“meaningful” consultation with the Minister. Also, 

the board’s belated attempt to consult with employee 

organisations was in violation of the fund rule and 

not all employee organisations were present. There 

was no proper consultation within the meaning of the 

rule and, if the organisations present had approved the 
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amendment, they did so without a proper mandate. 

“In the circumstances there is a triable issue to be 

adjudicated in the class action.”

For its part, amongst other things the Public 

Servants Association wants the High Court to set aside 

the GEPF decision and an interdict ordering it to:

 Consult with the PSA, Minister and employee 

 organisations:

 Apply the interest factors determined in March 

 2012 pending a proper consultation process;

 Recalculate the actuarial interest of members 

 whose memberships terminated after April 2015;

 Pay such members the difference between the 

 resultant amount and the amount initially paid. 

CURATORSHIPS

Carefully towards 
a conclusion

Serious attempt to terminate the protracted SNPF curatorship while the 
fund’s dismissed principal officer loses in the CCMA.

T
here appears a good chance that, after 

almost 14 years, curatorship of the R6bn 

Saccawu national provident fund is at last 

coming to an end.

SNPF curator Tony Mostert confirms: “In 

conjunction with the Financial Services Board, I 

am preparing an application for a significant rule 

amendment to the fund with a view to termination 

of the curatorship and the appointment of a board 

of trustees. Meetings have been held with the FSB, 

proposals have been documented and suggestions have 

been made. I am not at liberty to disclose the details at 

this stage.”

It certainly has been a long and contentious saga 

(TT July-Sept). Mostert points out that, as far back 

as 2003-04, there had been attempts by the FSB and 

himself to end the curatorship. There were subsequent 

discussions with himself, the then Deputy Registrar, 

Cosatu and the SA Commercial, Catering & Allied 

Workers’ Union.

Later, a commission of enquiry under an acting 

judge found that the delay in progressing the 

curatorship was attributed to union members and 

former trustees, not to the curator. There were also 

court applications that resulted in similar findings. 

Since 2011, Mostert says, he has “been involved with 

the FSB in endeavouring to find a mechanism whereby 

the SNPF could be brought out of curatorship without 

the undue influence of the union”.

There are indeed such mechanisms. Some have 

been suggested (TT April-June).

While attempts to find a solution were going 
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on, in the Commission for Conciliation, Mediation 

& Arbitration the challenge to his dismissal by 

suspended SNPF principal officer Mafa Dlamini 

(TT Dec ’15-Feb ’16) has resulted in a hands-down 

triumph for Mostert. Ruling that the dismissal was 

“procedurally and substantively fair”, commissioner 

Thembekile Nslbanyoni was scathing in her comments 

about Dlamini.

She found him guilty of “various excessive 

expenses using the money of the fund, failure to report 

suspicious fraud activities at Capitec, failure to fill in 

a logbook, and dishonesty in that he denied having 

received notice of a disciplinary hearing”. Citing 

examples of excessive use of money, she specified:

 His beverages spending on four 

separate occasions averaged some R700. Although 

Dlamini claimed that he’d been entertaining 

shop stewards in the course of his duties, the 

commissioner found “perplexing” his statement 

that he “did not see the expenses as extravagant 

since the SNPF was worth more than R6bn”. Also, 

there was no proof that he had been entertaining 

shop stewards;

 A two-night visit to a Drakensberg 

hotel, partially paid for by the fund, was for 

personal and not business reasons; 

 On a holiday to Greece with his wife, he 

charged R6 700 in expenses to the fund. Although 

he said that the claim was made in error, he only 

paid back the money five months later when he 

heard that the curator had found out. Nothing 

illustrates better, said the commissioner, that “he 

treated the fund’s money as his personal account”;

 For a stay of five nights in Cape Town, the fund 

paid R28 000 for the two hotels booked because 

Dlamini had not checked out of the more 

expensive hotel when transferring to the less 

expensive.

 He could not explain “excessive usage” of his 

cellphone. The only plausible reason was the 

download of data for personal entertainment.

In all, Dlamini had failed to exercise care with 

regard to the fund’s money and to act in the best 

interests of the fund. He’d become principal officer 

well into the fund’s curatorship, and at the time of his 

dismissal he was earning R45 000 a month.

At the CCMA arbitration, Mostert was represented 

by counsel and an attorney from his law firm. Dlamini 

was initially represented by an attorney but, by the 

time of his cross-examination, had to represent 

himself. The commissioner made a costs award in 

favour of the Mostert attorney and advocate. 

Attempts to contact Dlamini for comment have 

been unsuccessful. 

In all, Dlamini had 

failed to exercise care 

with regard to the 

fund’s money and 

to act in the best 

interests of the fund. 



If you aren’t already investing with us, 
contact your Financial Adviser, our Client Services team on 0860 105 775 or visit:

prudential.co.za

Consistency is the only currency that matters.

Prudential Investment Managers (SA) (Pty) Ltd is a licensed fi nancial services provider.

STORMS WILL 
COME AND GO.

JUST KEEP DOING 
THE RIGHT THINGS RIGHT, 

DAY AFTER DAY.
In uncertain times it’s easy to be misled by emotions and fears.

But by applying our investment philosophy consistently, 
we can help navigate you through all conditions. 
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CURRENTS

Maybe for King V

I
n many respects, SA company law and 

governance tend to follow the UK. So heed 

a particular focus in the landmark speech by 

Theresa May immediately before her election as 

Conservative Party leader and UK prime minister:

I want to see changes in the way that big business 

is governed. The people who run big businesses are 

supposed to be accountable to outsiders, to non-

executive directors who are supposed to ask the difficult 

questions, think about the long term and defend the 

interests of shareholders.

In practice, (non-executive directors) are drawn from 

the same, narrow social and professional circles as the 

executive team. As we have seen time and again, the 

scrutiny they provide is not good enough.

We’re going to change that system, and we’re going to 

have not just consumers represented on company boards 

but employees as well.

It’s too late to debate for King IV. But if or perhaps 

rather when the UK does move in this direction – not 

entirely new ground because it smacks of the German 

model, similar to proposals on the agenda of the 

Gauteng ANC (TT June-Aug ’15)– then expect that it 

will gain momentum in SA too.

Hitting the spot

By its suspension of new loans and negotiations 

for the rollover of R1,8bn in debt finance to some 

of the largest state-owned enterprises, asset manager 

Futuregrowth has shown how seriously it takes the G 

in ESG. Consideration of environmental, social and 

governance factors are at the heart of the responsible 

investment (RI) concept, further underpinning the 

UK proposal for ‘radical economic transformation’ of company boards. 
It should set SA pension funds thinking whether, as shareholders, 

they will support a similar move here.

May . . . local resonance
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fiduciary duties of those charged with caring for other 

people’s money.

Having duly considered the ESG factors, as the 

preamble to Regulation 28 under the Pension Funds 

Act requires, and having autonomously concluded 

that in the “shifting circumstances” it was “difficult to 

make a reasoned and defensible decision to continue 

providing additional funding to the SOEs from client 

funds until we have reassessed the veracity of the 

SOEs’ decision structures”, Futuregrowth really had no 

choice than to act as it has.

The more attention it generates, the better. It forces 

all fiduciaries for investors’ interests to evaluate their 

own commitments to RI. 

Controversy relates less to the principle than 

to whether Futuregrowth was right in its original 

approach, subsequently revised, to have gone public 

on its stance prior to “engagement” with the various 

SOE boards. A number of other fund managers – 

Aluwani and Abax are known to be amongst them 

– have admitted to gradual reductions of certain SOE 

exposures.

Given the current confrontations inside and outside 

the cabinet over government’s contradictory economic 

policies, is an asset manager’s behind-the-scenes 

discretion preferable to open disclosure? Be informed 

by the Code for Responsible Investing in SA that King 

endorses and that asset managers have voluntarily 

signed: “Institutional investors should be transparent 

about the content of their policies, how the policies 

are implemented and how CRISA is applied to enable 

stakeholders to make informed assessments.”

Solid progress

Judging by the recently-released results of the latest 

Investment Solutions RI survey, there should be a 

wealth of underlying support for an asset manager 

that sticks its head above the parapet. The fourth in 

these annual surveys, which gauges the behavioural 

approach of fund managers by tracking their progress 

towards integrating ESG factors in their investment 

decisions, the responses of 56 fund managers (34 of 

them South African) were collated. Amongst the key 

findings:

Some 88% of local and 86% of global fund 

managers believe that the weighting up of ESG 

factors results in a better assessment of risk;

The great majority of fund managers would avoid 

buying shares in companies (the same logic 

doubtless applying to bond purchases too) if there 

were serious ESG concerns;

Whereas previously fund managers placed a greater 

weighting on governance factors, there’s now a 

more holistic approach to all ESG factors;

A barrier to RI is a lack of reliable and accurate 

 ESG information.

All the more reason, then, that the managers 

independently apply their own minds and act 

accordingly. The SA industry is contorting over a high-

profile example of words becoming deeds.

Unfair to shareholders

The pursuit of justice can cause injustice. It often 

happens, and this time in spectacular fashion, 

with administrative penalties that the Competition 

Commission imposes on companies. Take the R1,5bn 

that ArcelorMittal SA must pay effectively in fines.

It’s actually the guiltless shareholders, indirectly but 
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significantly including pension funds through asset 

managers, who pick up the tab. Directors, ultimately 

accountable for the contraventions, walk away 

financially unscathed. 

In theory, shareholders should seek recourse by 

suing the directors (who might or might not have 

insurance cover). In practice, however, shareholder 

actions against directors rarely eventuate.

AMCA admitted guilt on two counts, of price fixing 

and information sharing with competitors, that the 

commission had begun to investigate respectively in 

2008 and 2009. Another four matters, one going back 

to 1999 when the company structure and board were 

totally different, were settled by AMCA agreeing to 

certain restrictions on profit margins and committing 

to a defined minimum of capital expenditure.

The upshot is heavy stuff to be borne by AMCA 

shareholders. At end-2015 they included Investec 

Asset Management, Coronation Fund Managers, 

the Industrial Development Corporation and the 

Government Employees Pension Fund.

Liberty’s property leap

Tested and proven for capital appreciation and 

income stability is Liberty’s glamour portfolio 

of regional centres in Guateng’s most affluent urban 

areas. Liberty will partly put these centres into a  real 

estate investment trust (REIT) that, once pricing 

details are revealed, must seriously interest pension 

funds as potential investors.

On a successful listing later this year of the REIT, 

to be known as Liberty Two Degrees, Liberty expects 

the value of its existing R30bn property portfolio to 

increase by 3%-5%. The REIT, managed by Stanlib, 

is expected to comprise a R10bn portfolio i.e. R6bn 

worth of properties in the existing Liberty portfolio 

plus a targeted R4bn capital raise on listing.

There’ll also be a new Liberty Real Estate Portfolio, 

a property fund that will invest solely in the shares 

of Liberty Two Degrees. On a limited basis and on 

preferential terms, customers of Liberty will be able to 

convert to it all or some of their existing holdings in 

the currently unlisted property portfolio.

At present this portfolio’s retail component 

comprises the Sandton City complex (around 35% 

by value), Eastgate Mall (31%), as well as interests in 

Melrose Arch, Nelson Mandela Square and Liberty 

Midlands Mall (7% each).

On the JSE, roughly R400bn of equity is now 

invested in REITS. One factor in their popularity is 

that investors don’t need large amounts of capital for 

exposure to real estate. 

Another relates to tax. REITS must pay at least 

75% of their taxable earnings available for distribution 

to investors as dividends, giving them certainty that 

net income will be paid out, and there’s enhanced 

efficiency in that tax is payable by the end investor. 

These instruments are also highly regulated, with 

committees to monitor risk, and their prices are 

transparent.

What’s the downside? With a portfolio as retail-

heavy as Liberty Two Degrees, there could be risks 

from a decline in consumer spending (impacting if 
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not on lease renewals than on base rentals sweetened 

by turnover clauses), and by oversupply of retail space 

in primary catchment areas (such as the revitalised 

Rosebank and the recently-opened Mall of Africa). 

Longer term, a known unknown is the future traction 

of online shopping.

The new REIT will be able to borrow and raise 

equity for a dynamic expansion programme. Firmly in 

the sights of Liberty group chief executive Thabo Dloti 

are other regions in sub-Saharan Africa. Filled with 

confidence, he speaks of “leveraging capabilities and 

skills across the group to deliver another innovative 

solution” from which retail customers and institutional 

investors will benefit.

Must read

From memory, there isn’t other literature as 

helpful to its target market than A Practical 

Guide for The Pension Fund Trustee; so much so 

that it should be the standard reference for training 

courses. Even experienced principal officers and 

trustees should keep it at their elbows for the “practical 

guidance” that it certainly provides.

Henry Dul, the author, has generously drawn for 

his years of experience in the retirement-fund industry 

to compile a volume that is at once easily digestible 

and conveniently compartmentalised into chapters 

for optimal user-friendliness. Anybody needing a 

one-stop guide that simplifies the concepts, will find 

it here. It also provides objective answers to basic 

questions that one might be too embarrassed to ask, 

and then some.

Its purpose, explains the preface, is “to provide 

guidance to trustees of pension and provident funds 

in making extremely important decisions, free 

from service providers and the conflicts of interest 

that service providers bring”. Topics covered are as 

comprehensive as they can be, from describing the 

different types of funds to duties of governance, 

dutifully indexed.

Running to 320 pages of uncluttered text, it’s 

available from henry.dul@vodamail.co.za for R295 

including vat. It’s worth every cent.

Fit of pique

Launch of the financial regulatory system, known 

as Twin Peaks, is imminent. Public comments 

having been canvassed and considered by drafters 

of the Financial Services Regulation Bill, the Free 

Market Foundation has put in a last-minute plea for 

parliament to stop it.

The FMF is highly critical of the socio-economic 

impact assessment that had been undertaken to 

support the bill:

There is no clear study or articulation of the 

“mischief ” to be addressed and no empirical 

evidence of the “problem” has been provided;

Compliance costs will be at least R4,5bn-R6,2bn 

per year. They’ll be passed on to consumers as a 

“stealth tax”;
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The costs-benefits analysis omits a 

 description of the anticipated 

 benefits.

FMF executive director Leon Louw 

argues: “Should this bill be passed, all 

banking and insurance activity will be 

micro-managed by unaccounted public 

servants of uncertain attribution.”

Profit warning

Bit by bit, robo advisers are 

intruding into the domain of SA 

financial advisers. In the UK, according 

to a report in FT Adviser, the robo-

advisers could take up to a decade 

before they start making a profit from 

their clients.

Analysis by a consultancy firm 

has found that each new robo-advice 

customer signed up is losing the 

company an average of  £162,50 in the 

first year and only making £17,50 in 

each subsequent year. It means that, 

assuming the robo-adviser’s business 

model doesn’t change, the client would 

need to be retained by the company for 

the better part of a decade.

Other research has indicated that 

most robos are destined to fail, leaving 

regulators and ombuds to tidy the mess. 

It’s estimated that the UK is at least five 

years behind the US markets where 

robos are now the third-largest type of 

advice mechanism for the institutional 

and venture capital sectors.

If the UK lags the US to such 

and extent, then innovators in less-

scalable SA had better proceed with 

caution. 
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RESPONSIBLE 
INVESTING INITIATIVES 

OLD MUTUAL INVESTMENT GROUP’S 

As at 31 March 2016
Sources: Old Mutual Investment Group and Minister of Energy Departmental Budget Speech 2016/17, 11 May 2016.

OUR MANAGERS: Old Mutual Investment Group participates in the 
Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement Programme 
(REIPPPP) on behalf of our customers via its investment boutiques, namely Old 
Mutual Alternative Investments; African Infrastructure Investment Managers; 
Futuregrowth Asset Management; and Old Mutual Specialised Finance. 

WIND   LANDFILL GAS

SOLAR   SMALL HYDRO

R14 BILLION INVESTED IN 

RENEWABLE 
ENERGY

NORTHERN CAPE

WESTERN CAPE

EASTERN CAPE

FREE STATE

NORTH WEST

LIMPOPO

KWAZULU
NATAL

MPUMA
LANGAGP

3 Solar Projects (130MW) 
OTHER: 3 Solar Projects (116MW) ) 

2 Solar Projects (58MW) 
OTHER: 1 Solar Project (60MW) 

OTHER: 1 Biomass Project (17MW) 

OTHER: 1 Biomass Project (62MW) 

OTHER: 1 Landfill Gas Project (18MW

2 Wind Farms (201MW) 
OTHER: 3 Wind Farms (150MW) 

14 Solar Projects (858MW) 
OTHER: 22 Solar Projects (1 336MW) 

5 Wind Farms (569MW) 
OTHER: 6 Wind Farms (753MW) 

1 Small Hydro Project (12MW)

1 Solar Project (75MW) 

9 Wind Farms (748MW) 
OTHER: 6 Wind Farms (617MW) 

1 Solar Project (64MW) 
OTHER: 1 Solar Project (60MW)

OTHER: 2 Small Hydro Projects (8.9MW) 

OTHER: 5 Solar Projects (275MW) 

BIOMASS

Old Mutual Investment Group is a leading pan-African investor and we aim to invest in opportunities associated with a low-carbon, resource-

efficient and socially inclusive economy. We have approximately R30 billion invested on behalf of our customers in green economic growth 

projects, including sustainable agriculture, renewable energy, affordable housing and education. These assets have low correlations to 

traditional asset classes – offering investors an alternative source of market-related equity and debt returns over the long-term. They also 

provide measurable socio-economic impacts, promoting opportunities such as job creation, local ownership and enterprise. 



Investors’ rights and obligations are set out in the relevant investor agreements and/or mandates. Market fluctuations and changes in exchange rates as well as taxation may have an effect on the value, 
price or income of investments and capital contributions. Since financial markets fluctuate, an investor may not recover the full amount invested. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future investment 
performance. Old Mutual Investment Group has comprehensive crime and professional indemnity insurance which is part of the Old Mutual Group cover. The following entities are licensed Financial 
Services Providers (FSPs) within Old Mutual Investment Group (Pty) Ltd Holdings approved by the Registrar of Financial Services Providers (www.fsb.co.za) to provide advisory and/or intermediary 
services in terms of the Financial Advisory and Intermediary Services Act 37 of 2002. These entities are wholly owned subsidiaries of Old Mutual Investment Group Holdings (Pty) Ltd and are members of 
the Old Mutual Investment Group. Old Mutual Investment Group (Pty) Ltd (Reg No 1993/003023/07), FSP No:604. | Old Mutual Alternative Investments (Pty) Ltd (Reg No 2013/113833/07),  
FSP No:45255. | African Infrastructure Investment Managers (Pty) Ltd (Reg No 2005/028675/07), FSP No:4307. | Futuregrowth Asset Management (Pty) Ltd (Reg No 1996/18222/07), FSP No:520.

AGRICULTURE 
R1 562 million total committed capital  

10 farms 

12 579 hectares total size of all farms 

652 permanent workers (4 077 seasonal workers)

253 workers receiving prepaid healthcare 

102 workers receiving adult education  

Housing built/renovated for 633 (permanent & seasonal) 

workers 

AFFORDABLE EDUCATION
R582 million Funds Under Management (FUM)  

15 741 learners enrolled for 2016 

CLASS OF 2015: 

• 97.6% Grade 12 pass rate 

• 57.7 Bachelor Pass

• 562 distinctions 

AFFORDABLE HOUSING
R9 billion FUM 

25 Greenfield projects 

6 751 houses built 

4 546 rental units 

9 349 student beds 

START-UP FINANCING 
R4.5 billion FUM 

10 132 taxis financed

11 286 mortgage loans on the books 

21 239 home improvement loans on the books

211 445 unsecured loans on the books 



COVER STORY

Confrontation 
electrified

There should be no conflict between Eskom and independent 
power producers, but there is and it’s vigorous. Stakes are high, especially 

for credit ratings. Pension funds have a direct interest in the outcome.

I
nstitutional investors, broadly categorised, 

are foundational funders of both Eskom and 

independent power producers. Yet, in the 

conflagration that’s blown up between them, the 

funders’ voice has been eerily quiet (see box).

That’s wrong. Their intervention is as required 

as it was in Nenegate when the providers of capital 

– institutions that act for savers, including pension 

funds – pressured President Jacob Zuma to reappoint 

Pravin Gordhan as finance minister. The potential 

implications of a stalemate in energy planning are 

equally serious for economic growth and investor 

confidence.

Where there are no updated projections that 

government has accepted for future electricity 

demand and the costs of supplying it, and the energy 

department’s 2010 Integrated Resource Plan remains 

the source document, there’s a vacuum. Simplistically, 

it’s seen to be filled by polarisation between Gordhan 

against Eskom chief executive Brian Molefe. Points of 

departure are in the capacity of independent producers 

to reduce Eskom’s nuclear ambitions.

Molefe isn’t the finance minister; at any rate, 

not yet. As such, he has no authority to reverse the 

Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer 

Procurement Programme (REIPPP) that government 

has committed itself to expand. Similarly impacted are 

Independent Power Producer (IPP) programmes for 

co-generation of oil and gas.

But what he can do, and has done by his board’s 

unilateral pronouncement that Eskom will in future 
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sign no power-purchase agreements with independent 

producers, is compound precisely the perceptions of 

politics-fraught policy uncertainty that SA doesn’t 

need as it faces a December review by the ratings 

agencies of its sovereign debt.

In its latest annual report, to end-March 2015, 

Eskom set out a R237bn borrowing requirement to 

2020. It anticipated that the probable damage from 

a negative ratings outlook would be an increase in 

the cost and decrease in the availability of funding. 

Since 2012 the spread, which reflects risk, has 

widened from 60 basis points to 100 basis points on 

the Eskom bond maturing in 2033 when compared 

to a SA government bond of the same maturity (see 

graph).

Gordhan is at pains for National Treasury to 

contain contingent liabilities (government guarantees) 

at state-owned enterprises (notably Eskom and SA 

Airways) that make the ratings agencies jumpy. If the 

extended delays and escalated budgets of Eskom’s coal-

fired Medupi and Kusile power stations are anything 

to go by, he must be frightened too of open-ended 

costs (exacerbated by rand volatility) in a nuclear 

build. Left with no choice, he was quick to slap down 

Molefe. 

Notwithstanding her own controversies over the 

sale of SA’s strategic oil reserves and involvement 

with Russia in nuclear negotiations, additional relief 

was soon followed by Energy Minister Tina-Joemat 

Pettersson. Promising imminent announcements 

on an “expedited REIPPP bid window”, she sang the 

praises of its successes to date.

Having rumbled investment markets, the most 

benign interpretation of Eskom’s stance is an 

opening gambit that its revenues be protected in the 

government-sanctioned REIPPP overhaul. Implictly, 
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Eskom can frustrate the programme if it cannot make 

required payments to independent projects able to 

supply it with power.

This means retention of its monolithic structure, 

vertically integrated to monopolise both power 

transmission and power generation. But independent 

producers have been biting into the latter, a form 

of surreptitious privatisation by the R200bn they’ve 

attracted to date, that threatens Eskom’s bottom line in 

so far as advancing techology and bid competitiveness 

reduce costs for consumers’ ultimate benefit. 

Not that benefits to consumers are necessarily 

Eskom’s foremost priority. Neither is confidence in 

Eskom’s decision-making enhanced by a recent High 

Court judgment that set aside the National Energy 

Regulator’s grant to Eskom of an effective 9,4% 

increase in 2016 electricity tariffs. Eskom, the court 

held, had not properly applied its own rules.

Which reflects on the present imbroglio, namely 

whether Eskom is being forthright or disingenuous in 

the information it puts out. There are too many battle 

lines unclearly drawn. 

Is there validity in Eskom’s argument that 

independent producers’ renewable-energy projects 

can’t supply power during periods of peak demand? 

Is there a sinister agenda in pushing against the 

independent producers to promote the case for 

nuclear, with the attendant risks of corruption and 

costs beyond the limits of affordability? Is there a 

bigger political play, suspected but unspoken, where 

Gordhan and Molefe represent rivalries of intent 

and approach on fiscal discipline to a ruling party 

increasingly factious?

The questions go to the heart of policy, from 
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National Development Plan implementation to public-

private encouragement of which REIPPP progress is 

a proud example. Government led by a sphinx, still 

smarting from the pressure put on him to reappoint 

Gordhan, doesn’t help in the supply of answers.

But answers to the claims and counter-claims 

must be unambiguously laid out, critically for the 

enlightenment of such investors as pension funds that 

buy the government-backed bonds on which Eskom 

relies. They have as much right to intervene with the 

issuers of debt instruments as they have with equities. 

In this instance, more so. The right is an obligation 

where the stakes are so high as to impact not only 

on the future structure of Eskom, and its capacity 

to provide the uninterrupted supply of electricity at 

prices that don’t cripple economic growth, but also 

on the decision to proceed with the envisaged nuclear 

build where fears that the cons heavily outweigh the 

pros aren’t allayed.

Pension funds are expected by the prudential 

investment guidelines of Regulation 28 to buy 

dollops of government-back debt. It provides also 

for investment in infrastructure. Investors must 

“give appropriate consideration to any factor which 

may materially affect the sustainable long-term 

performance of their investments”, says the regulation. 

These factors include “those of an environmental, 

social and governance character”. On the governance 

side alone, still under wraps is the report of a Treasury 

investigation into Eskom’s contracts with the Gupta 

family’s Tegeta Exploration & Resources for the supply 

of coal.  

Investment in infrastructure, of which renewable 

energy forms part, is attractive to pension funds. 

The relatively small Mergence Investment Managers, 

for one, has itself already invested over R1bn into 

renewable energy on behalf of institutional clients. 

Mark van Wyk of Mergence explains: “Advantages 

of investment into renewable energy include stable 

income generation, portfolio diversification and 

growth uncorrelated to gross domestic product. SA 

remains one of the fastest-growing renewable energy 

markets in the world, with one of the most robust and 

transparent procurement frameworks.”

Or as Iqueraam Petersen and Paul Semple of 

Futuregrowth put it: “The REIPPP been government’s 

most successful procurement programme and has 

received global accolades as a model case study for 

how IPP procurement should be implemented. Over 

the past four years a total of 92 projects have secured 

power-purchase agreements equal to 15% of Eskom’s 

generation capacity. Not only has this resulted in 

nearly R200bn of capital investment, but these projects 

have created employment and business opportunities 

in remote rural towns.”

To take some examples of investment performance 

over the past three years, the Mergence renewable 

energy debt fund and the Futuregrowth power debt 

fund have both significantly beaten their benchmarks. 

Over the past five years the Old Mutual IDEAS 

managed fund, with 34% of its R7bn invested in 

renewable energy, has produced a cumulative annual 

return (gross of fees and excluding cash) of 16,1%.

It’s unconscionable that Eskom management 

wants to rain on this parade, instead to insist on a 

nuclear-build programme that can threaten financial 

Armageddon and (on Germany’s experience) be an 

obsolete alternative to renewable energy by the times 

it’s completed. 
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Often, the 
service providers with low administration fees 
actually proved more expensive when taking 
into account the high investment fees that they 
charge.

How do they stack up?

fund service providers

Let ASISA’s new standard apply 
to beneficiary funds too

So argues David Hurford, director for Marketing & 
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Hurford . . . fairer comparisons
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LITIGATION

The stage 
is set

In the quagmire of legal argument, at the core is possible financial 
prejudice to any members of over 4 000 ‘orphan’ pension funds 

whose registrations the FSB had cancelled. Also contentious 
is the opposing views of two prominent pension lawyers, 

erstwhile colleagues, on interest conflicts and fiduciary duties.

B
e warned. What follows is not a leisurely 

browse. But such are the issues in the 

dispute between the Financial Services 

Board and Rosemary Hunter, until recently the FSB 

deputy executive officer for retirement funds, that 

they should be understood particularly by fund 

administrators and trustee boards. The litigation, 

due for trial in late-November (TT June-Sept), is also 

highly relevant to public policy for the light it shines 

on FSB operations.

The North Gauteng High Court will have 

mountains of documents to peruse. Below is an 

attempt to summarise, from the respective affidavits 

and annexures filed, some of the main areas being 

contested. To contextualise them and explain their 

background:

 Although no longer at the FSB, Hunter has legal 

standing to pursue her court application because 

it was launched when she was at the FSB. Also, 

she will probably now ask the court for an 

award of legal costs in her favour. She has partly 

succeeded in her application by getting the 

KPMG and O’Regan reports released, but still 

wants to pursue the matter in the public interest.

 In December 2013 Andrew Breitenbach SC was 

appointed by the FSB legal department, at 

Hunter’s request, to advise the FSB on the legality 

of various measures adopted by the Registrar for 

purposes of the cancellations project (see box). 

He delivered his first opinion in March 2014.

 Dube Tshidi is the FSB executive officer and 

Registrar of Pension Funds. Prior to Hunter’s 

appointment in August 2013, Jurgen Boyd was 
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the FSB deputy executive officer in charge of 

pension funds who handled the cancellations 

project. The FSB answering affidavit includes a 

critique by Loraine de Swardt, the main official 

for conduct of the project on behalf of the 

Registrar, of the KPMG report.

 Appointed by the FSB board to advise it on 

aspects of the cancellations project, after Hunter 

had complained that Tshidi was attempting 

to terminate her employment because of her 

objections to the manner in which the project 

had been conducted, retired ConsCourt judge 

Kate O’Regan delivered her final report in 

December 2014. She recommended that the 

FSB appoint a firm of auditors to review the 

circumstances in which the registrations of a 

sample of funds had been cancelled.

 Accepting this recommendation, the FSB board 

appointed KPMG Forensics. The first phase of its 

job entailed devising a means to select the sample 

and to formulate risk ratings. It began the actual 

review – a sample of some 542 cancelled funds 

in a total of 4 650 – in March 2015 and reported 

four months later. 

 The FSB board expressed its dissatisfaction with 

the final report but KPMG was not persuaded to 

amend it. The board then asked Justice O’Regan 

to review and comment on the report. However, 

she declined and proposed that an expert in 

pensions law be appointed instead.

 In January this year the board appointed pensions 

lawyer Jonathan Mort to review and comment 

on the KPMG report. Assisted by actuary 

Jeremy Andrew on non-legal aspects, they 

were instructed to inspect nine of the funds 

subjected to the KPMG investigation and 

to express an opinion on whether any fund 

members, beneficiaries or dependants (not funds 

themselves) had suffered prejudice.

As a refresher on terms being used:

 An orphan fund is a fund without a board of 

Mort and Hunter . . . both can’t be right
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trustees, liquidator or curator i.e. without a 

“directing mind and will”. Hunter and O’Regan 

refer to a fund without assets and liabilities 

as a shell fund, while the FSB refers to it as a 

dormant fund. The court will have to decide on 

the terminology it wants to use for the various 

categories of orphan funds.

 An authorised representative was the term used 

by the FSB to describe a person appointed by the 

Registrar to act in place of a properly-constituted 

board of trustees in order that the business of 

an orphan fund could be finalised. The term 

doesn’t appear in the Pension Funds Act. From 

November 2010 the Registrar appointed persons 

known as section 26(2) trustees for the same 

purpose. However, it is argued that under s26(3) 

their role was restricted and their appointments 

should have terminated once they had found 

temporary board members to procure the 

establishment of properly-constituted boards.

Now for the nitty-gritty. First up are aspects of the 

cancellations project’s legality.

Did the Registrar have the power to appoint 

‘authorised representatives’ (ARs) to act in place 

of the orphan funds’ trustee boards for disposal of 

any assets and liabilities that might be remaining 

in these funds?

Breitenbach: No.

FSB legal dept: No.

O’Regan: No.

Tshidi/Boyd: No. However, according to Boyd, “the 

reality is that at the time there was in most instances 

no one to oversee the management and governance 

of orphan funds (be it the former trustees, employers 

etc) and it was more practical and efficient to 

appoint employees from within the administrators to 

do the job. After all, they were closer to the day-to-

day operations of the funds than anyone else, so it 

would have made sense to appoint them”.

FSB: No, but it was necessary to appoint ARs 

because it would have been too onerous to go to 

court for it to make the appointments.

Mort: Only relevant if material financial prejudice 

demonstrated.

Hunter: No.

Did the Registrar have the power to appoint a 

s26(2) trustee, under the Pension Funds Act, to act 

in place of an orphan fund’s board for disposal of 

any remaining assets and liabilities?

Breitenbach: No.

FSB legal dept: No.

O’Regan: Arguable, but a real risk that a court might 

find the Registrar does not have this power.

Tshidi: Yes.

Boyd: Maybe not.

FSB: Yes. 

Mort: Only relevant if material financial prejudice 

demonstrated.

Hunter: No.

Was the Registrar entitled to rely exclusively on 

representations by fund administrators that it was 

not possible for properly-constituted boards to 

be established when deciding whether or not to 

appoint an AR or s26(2) trustee?

Breitenbach: No.

FSB legal dept: No view expressed.

O’Regan: No view expressed.

KPMG: No. The Registrar should have checked 

whether the fund had been unresponsive.

Tshidi/Boyd:  Yes.

FSB:  Yes. The Registrar had required proof, that 

all reasonable steps had been taken to establish a 

properly-constituted board, but without success. 

KPMG had not shown that the Registrar’s 

failure to check, on whether the administrators’ 

representations were sound, was likely to have 

resulted in prejudice.
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Mort: Registrar entitled to rely on representations 

by administrators because making a false statement 

may attract regulatory and criminal sanction.

Hunter: No. Proof given to the Registrar was only 

administrators’ representations that steps had 

been taken to form properly-constituted boards. 

Several such representations were found to have 

been incorrect. Some of the funds were still 

operating. The Registrar did not check with former 

participating employers, for example, on the steps 

that had in fact been taken. With some cases already 

identified, this failure to check resulted in prejudice.

Did the Registrar have the power, and was it 

reasonable for him, to exempt orphan funds from 

compliance under the Act with s12 (Registrar’s 

approval for rule amendments), s15 (submission 

of audited annual financial statements), s15B 

(surplus apportionments), and s16 (submission of 

triennial statutory actuarial valuation reports)?

Breitenbach: Yes

FSB legal dept: Yes.

O’Regan: No opinion on specifics but recommended 

increased supervision over transfers of unclaimed 

benefits.

FSB: Yes. 

KPMG: No views expressed on specifics, but 

said that the mechanisms deployed during the 

cancellations project resulted in a lack of objective 

information in documents at the disposal of the 

Registrar. This lack created a factual position 

where the decisions taken could not be objectively 

supported and verified.

Mort: Yes. Registrar may grant exemptions in terms 

of s2(5) where compliance with the Act is not, in 

his or her view, necessary or appropriate for specific 

circumstances. KPMG did not substantiate its view 

that the exemptions increased the risk of prejudice 

to the funds and their members.

Hunter: No. While the Registrar is empowered 

to exempt a fund from compliance with s15 and 

s16, he cannot exempt a fund from the automatic 

consequences in the Act e.g. the invalidity of 

amendments not approved under s12, transfers not 

approved under s14, and surplus-apportionment 

schemes not approved under s15B.

Was the Registrar legally entitled, without more 

information, to rely upon representations by ARs, 

s26(2) trustees or others to the effect that a fund 

had no assets and/or liabilities when deciding that 

it had ‘ceased to exist’ for purposes of s27?

Breitenbach: No. The Registrar was required to 

conduct investigations to verify the correctness and 

completeness of these representations.

FSB legal dept: No. There was no reason to differ 

from Breitenbach’s advice on steps and procedures to 

be followed in order to be satisfied of proof that that 

a fund had ceased to exist.

O’Regan: No. The Registrar must take care to ensure 

that there is a reasonable basis for the conclusion 

that a fund had ceased to exist. Transfers must be 

scrutinised to protect the interests of members, 

beneficiaries and other creditors.

Tshidi/Boyd: Administrators took the project 

seriously so there was no reason to doubt the 

information given by them to the Registrar.

FSB: Yes. No reason why the Registrar should be 

unable to rely on information and/or documentation 

provided by an AR or s26(2) trustee without further 

investigation as to the correctness and completeness 

of the information.

Mort:  Yes and no. No reason why the Registrar 

could not rely only on the representations (made 

on specified forms) when deciding whether a fund 

had ceased to exist as contemplated in s27, unless 

there is information to the contrary before the 

Registrar. Breitenbach was wrong to have said that 

the information should have been verified. A signed 

financial statement, indicating nil assets, is simply 

a different way of stating what the forms F and F1 

required.

Hunter: No. The Registrar must consider all 

available information in deciding whether a 
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sufficient basis had been provided for a reasonable 

person to conclude that a fund had ceased to exist. 

Statements by persons, who might be conflicted, 

should have been subjected to higher scrutiny. Mort’s 

contention, that a financial statement indicating nil 

assets is simply a different way of stating what the 

forms F and F1 required, is unsupportable.

Did the Registrar have the power, in the absence 

of a court order, to reinstate the registration of a 

fund after its registration had been erroneously 

cancelled?

Breitenbach: Probably not.

FSB legal dept:  Does not disagree with Breitenbach.

O’Regan: No.

Tshidi/Boyd: Yes and no. Administrative decisions 

by the Registrar may be revoked until acted upon. 

On the other hand, those decisions will stand until 

set aside by a court following a review application.

FSB: Yes.

Mort: No view expressed on the specific issue.

Hunter: No.

Next comes the manner in which the project was 

conducted.

Could the Registrar reasonably rely on the 

absence of objections to proposals, published in 

the Government Gazette, as sufficient proof that 

a fund had no assets and liabilities (and thus had 

ceased to exist)?

Breitenbach:  The default position -- where there 

was insufficient information to satisfy the Registrar 

on a balance of probabilities that the fund had no 

assets and liabilities – should have been not to cancel 

the fund’s registration.

KPMG: Implicit is that the Registrar should not have 

relied simply on the absence of objections.

FSB/De Swardt: Yes, because it was impossible 

to get information from other sources for ‘legacy 

funds’ i.e. old underwritten funds, funds of the old 

‘homelands’ such as Transkei etc, and funds without 

administrators.

Tshidi/Boyd: Yes.

Mort/Andrew: No view on the specific issue 

expressed.

Hunter: No. Agrees with Breitenbach. 

Was the appointment of fund administrators’ 

employees or agents as ARs or s26(2) trustees 

relevant to an assessment of possible interest 

conflicts and prejudice to funds/members?

KPMG: Yes, but the surveillance and enforcement 

division of the FSB’s Retirement Funds Department 

did not consider this when making appointments.

FSB/De Swardt: No, because they had the same 

legal duties as the fund administrators. They were 

expected to fulfil their duties with the care, skill and 

diligence required of a reasonable trustee. Also, if 

they were members of professions, they had to act in 

accordance with the standards of these professions. 

Risks of non-compliance were the same, regardless 

of conflicted status.

Tshidi/Boyd: No. The appointees were experienced 

persons. Although some may have worked for 

administrators, there’s no doubt that they all acted in 

good faith.

Mort/Andrew: Yes, but the Registrar must have been 

aware of the risks associated with ‘conflicted’ persons 

and put in place measures to mitigate those risks. 

‘Conflicted’ status is only relevant if actual prejudice 

is determined.

Hunter: Yes. And there is no evidence of any 

measures by the Registrar to mitigate risks 

associated with ‘conflicted’ persons. Also, the Act 

requires trustees to avoid conflicts of interest.

Had the Registrar applied stated ‘assessment 

criteria’ in assessing whether a fund had assets 



and/or liabilities, and whether these criteria were 

reasonable?

FSB/De Swardt: Yes and no. Because the 

cancellations project was exceptional, some 

requirements weren’t enforced.

Tshidi/Boyd: Yes. Funds scheduled for cancellation 

were subjected to a number of checks. Supporting 

documents were loaded onto a database and 

information was updated. The Registrar had to apply 

a pragmatic approach, making some concessions to 

ensure that the project wasn’t stymied. Nonetheless, 

there was a proper process and sufficient 

documentation on which to base the cancellations.

KPMG: No. The lack of information in the 

Registrar’s records meant that decisions taken could 

not be objectively supported.

Mort/Andrew: Did not express a specific view but 

stated that the Registrar was entitled to rely on 

representations by fund administrators.

Hunter: No. The Registrar did not apply these 

criteria. Instead, he allowed deviations from them. 

Also, the criteria themselves were not always 

reasonable. The pace at which cancellation requests 

were processed meant that the Registrar’s staff 

could not have checked FSB records to verify 

the correctness of representations made by those 

asking for cancellations. In a number of cases, 

representations that funds had no assets and 

liabilities were later shown to have been incorrect. 

Some funds were still operative.

Is it likely that material financial prejudice was 

suffered as a result of the manner in which the 

cancellations project was conducted?

FSB/De Swardt: No. Taking policy prescriptions 

into account, it’s unlikely that funds wholly-

underwritten (by an insurance policy) held assets 

when registrations were cancelled.

Tshidi/Boyd: No. Even if the project was unlawful in 

some respects, the steps taken were completely bona 

fide and did not result in any prejudice whatsoever 

to anyone.

Mort/Andrew: Probably not.

Hunter: Yes. An internal investigation revealed that 

the registrations of several funds were cancelled 

when they still had assets and/or liabilities. With 

some there were unresolved complaints before the 

Pension Funds Adjudicator. And the registrations of 

29 funds were cancelled when there were, and still 

are, “secret profit” refunds due to them.

What’s the relevance, as indicators of likely 

prejudice, that some funds’ registrations were 

reinstated?

KPMG: A reinstatement suggests that the 

cancellation was erroneous, that the fund had not 

ceased to exist.

FSB/De Swardt: Reinstatements were made 

necessary when evidence came to light, only after 

cancellation, that the funds had assets.

Tshidi/Boyd: Reinstatements are not indicators 

of prejudice because the administrators undertook 

to hold assets in suspense accounts and pay claims. 

A failure to reinstate a fund would have led to 

members and/or beneficiaries being prejudiced.

Mort/Andrew: Reinstatement of a fund’s 

registration does not indicate a likelihood 

of material financial prejudice. Rather, if the 

registration had not been reinstated, there would 

have been prejudice. Fund members/beneficiaries 

were protected by the fund administrator pending 

reinstatement of fund registrations.

Hunter: That steps are being taken to have 

23 cancellations of one administrator’s funds set 

aside by a court does not mean that the members, 

beneficiaries and other creditors weren’t prejudiced.  

The contrary is true. Further, the setting aside by the 

FSB Appeal Board of three other funds’ cancelled 

registrations was necessary to remedy the prejudice 

from the manner in which the cancellations project 

was conducted. 
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What was the cancellations project 
and why is it so important?



“The best way to control risk is to 
diversify, but we need to do it 

more intelligently,” argued Windham 
Capital president Mark Kritzman in a 
Financial Analysts Journal article Post-
Crisis Investment Management. But 
how?

In SA most investors use asset 
allocation as the primary way to manage 
risk. An investor’s allocation to equities, 
bonds, property and cash (and offshore) 
goes towards determining their low, 

mitigating investment risk – especially 
over the short term.

The theory behind asset-class 

asset classes are affected by different 
macro-economic drivers. They respond 
to these drivers in different ways at 
different times. In other words, the main 
asset classes are uncorrelated, or at least 
have a low correlation to one another 
over the medium to long term.

When investors diversify their 
portfolios across asset classes they are 
looking for a balance of good returns 
from growth assets (equities) with 
portfolio protection (bonds or property) 
when growth assets perform poorly. It’s 
the classic “don’t put all your eggs in 
one basket” concept.

As we have seen over the past two 
decades, global markets have not been 
kind to investors. In an effort to adjust to 
a new investment environment -- where 
quantitative easing is a mainstay, interest 
rates are close to zero in global markets 

-- fund managers and private investors 
are seeking new ways of mitigating, 
managing and embracing portfolio risks.

They involve breaking down 
equity risk, bond risk, property risk, 
cash risk and even offshore risk; then 

looking at their sub-components for 
a better understanding of the risks 
carried in a portfolio. 

What are the real risks, where do 
they lie, and do how they behave during 
normal bull and bear market cycles, as 
well as during times of extreme stress? 
You have to understand the granular 
risks within asset classes and search for 
the small areas of risk-premia that are 
mispriced and could become a source of 

protection.

So what’s the solution?

It lies in how risk is understood, 
measured and managed in a portfolio. 
This comes down to the type of fund 
manager an investor chooses and how 
adaptive that manager can be when 
risks, or even the perception of risks, 
change.

Country risk, for example, can affect 
an investor’s equity, property as well 

or negative ways. A large proportion 
of the SA property and equity market 
comprises counters with a high degree 
of offshore exposure. As the rand 
weakened through 2015, SA equities 
held up surprisingly well. For the most 
part, this was due to investors having 
a large proportion of their allowable 
exposure invested in direct offshore 
assets, as well as exposure to rand-
hedge stocks through the JSE.

Investors need to ensure that their 
fund manager is thinking about risks at 
a granular level and planning scenarios 
for how and when certain risk premia 
will impact a portfolio positively or 
negatively.

STANLIB Absolute Returns’ thinking 
about asset classes is that they are 
simply neat labels. In our portfolio 
construction process, we seek to 
break down each asset class into its 

component parts in attempting to 
isolate the embedded risks (or real 
drivers of returns). 

We believe this is becoming 
increasingly important given the extreme 
nature of valuations within some asset 
classes. However, we also believe that 
this approach is not a panacea to all 
portfolio risk. The important aspect is 

accordingly.

www.stanlib.com

Oberholzer . . . deeper look

A more intelligent way
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Uretirement funds involved themselves in the 

To say the least, the result has not been good 

The thinking behind the requirement that funds 
set defaults is based on an understanding of human 

Winds of change
Fund trustees must fundamentally change their approach to the 

SA retirement conversation. Louis Theron, Head of Liaibility-Driven Solutions 
at Liberty Corporate, explains why.
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Theron . . . shades of DB return
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POLITICS

Don’t pick 
on the PIC

Too many SA public institutions have been politicised. 
The largest manager of pension-fund assets mustn’t be amongst them.

M
ay it never happen, but the Public 

Investment Corporation is a sitting duck 

for state capture. Be wary, for it’s as easily 

done as said.

The trick lies in a systemic convergence of roles. 

Because the deputy finance minister is automatically 

the PIC board chair, a seemingly minor cabinet 

reshuffle can work wonders. Switch the deputy finance 

minister to a full minister in a different portfolio, to be 

perceived admirably as a promotion, and then appoint 

a relatively junior ANC MP as deputy finance minister, 

to be viewed innocuously as an infusion of fresh talent 

for mentoring. Hey presto! The PIC gets a new chair.

Or maybe it wouldn’t be entirely innocuous, 

depending on whether the appointee is selected 

from the ranks of Zuma/Gupta acolytes. Speculation, 

hopefully idle but perhaps merely premature, focuses 

on the central figure of Mcebisi Jonas.

As deputy finance minister and PIC board chair, 

he’s been causing waves: earlier this year in having 

claimed, denied by the Guptas, that they’d offered 

him the position of finance minister; more recently in 

having insisted that the PIC discloses to parliament 

certain details of its unlisted investments, particularly 

in Independent News & Media SA where the Guptas 

want a slice of the action.

A way to start stilling the waves, from the 

perspective of the Zuma/Gupta nexus that officially 

doesn’t exist, would be to have Jonas move on as 

uncontroversially as possible. But controversy will 

nonetheless linger until the efficacy of the INMSA 

investment is ultimately revealed.

Were it not for the intervention of Jonas, the PIC 

would have said nothing. Its latest annual report, 

for the year to end-March 2015, said nothing. It had 

persistently ducked from answering questions about 

INMSA on grounds of client confidentiality, but is 

now reviewing the legalities of these agreements in 

light of Jonas’ stance.

Clear is that confidentiality does not sit well 

with the PIC’s self-proclaimed commitment to 

transparency. Less clear is why there should be wraps 

over investment of public monies. The approach of 

Jonas appears to be at odds with the PIC board whose 

eight non-executive directors – all appointed by 

government, each being paid an average of R500 000 

annually– have at least acquiesced in the silence that’s 

hitherto prevailed on INMSA.

It also appears to be at odds with the approach of 

the Government Employees Pension Fund, half of 
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whose trustees are appointed by government. Less 

reticent about disclosure, its latest annual report (to 

end-March 2015) shows that over a year the direct 

loans by the GEPF to INMSA had ballooned from 

R791m to R896m. But it explains neither why the 

loans have increased nor confirms whether the GEPF 

had mandated the PIC to grant them.

The GEPF, which has over a million members 

and pensioners, is a defined-benefit fund. This 

means that, as the employer, government (the 

taxpayer) underwrites promised benefits. Investment 

performance impacts on annual discretionary 

increments.

At its 2015 financial year-end the PIC, wholly 

owned by government, had R1,8 trillion in assets under 

management. Roughly 30% was in unlisted investments. 

Of the R1,8 trillion, almost 90% was represented by the 

GEPF for whom the PIC is asset manager. 

An investment of a billion rand or so can 

easily become obscured in a portfolio of such 

magnitude. There’s no expectation that the PIC should 

annually publish the nuts and bolts of each investment 

in its unlisted portfolio. But when asked for specifics, 

for instance by a parliamentary committee, it should 

be happy to answer. Unlisteds are where funnies are 

most likely to happen.

INMSA is a case in point because of its political 

sensitivities.

First, there’s a threatened scrap between the 

Gupta family and Iqbal Survé of privately-owned 

Sekunjalo, funded through the PIC, for a Gupta 

stake in INMSA and for their respective media 

houses to claim a greater share of government 

sponsorships in acknowledgement of editorial 

support for the ANC.

Second, given the predictably parlous state of the 

newspaper industry and specifically the declining 

circulations of INMSA’s metropolitan titles, this is 

a curious investment for a pension fund. The PIC 

wants to help the creation of a black-owned Naspers, 

which is a great idea provided INMSA can also find 

something similar to a Tencent gaming operation 

in China and start something as successful as the 

Multichoice television service in SA.

Subsequent to its appearance before the parliamentary 

finance committee, the PIC has supplied further 

information:

The GEPF, managed by the PIC, has a 25% 

shareholding in INMSA and the PIC is represented 

on its board;

Of the PIC’s present R888m exposure to INMSA 

and the Sekunjalo Media Consortium, R722m is in 

loans. These loans are two years into their five-year 

term;

The GEPF’s investment into INMSA was 

accomplished through a typical private-equity 

leveraged buyout where all the financial investor’s 
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interests are protected above those of operational 

investors (e.g. management) who are expected 

to drive the value of the business. It is typical 

for interest in these structures, especially when 

funding black economic empowerment, to roll up 

and be paid as a single payment at the end of the 

loan term;

Interest will be serviced as and when cash is 

available during the interim period. Private-

equity structures allow the company to invest in 

technology and expansion opportunities;

The PIC holds various securities and sureties for 

the loans, including cession over 55% of the shares 

in the company.

Spokesperson Sekgoela Sekgoela adds: “The PIC 

has noted with concern an increased effort by some 

in the media, certain members of parliament and 

some members of the pubic, to use incorrect and 

in some instances false information in an attempt 

to cast aspersions on its integrity and investment 

processes.

“The PIC invests all its clients’ money in 

accordance with mandates approved by the Financial 

Services Board. All investments are also subject to a 

rigorous investment process, including a thorough 

due diligence. The investment in INMSA was 

in accordance with the mandate and investment 

processes of the PIC.”

• This article, by TT editor Allan Greenblo, was first 

published by Biznews.com on July 8 and by several other 

websites (Fin24, Financial Mail and Politicsweb) shortly 

thereafter. 
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Fairheads welcomes ASISA’s new standard for calculating the 
Effective Annual Cost (EAC) of an investment. EAC will allow 
investors and consumers to compare cost structures across various 
investment products in a simple, transparent and standardised way.

At Fairheads we will be adopting the EAC for our disclosures. 
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Over the past two years the ASISA Foundation, in 
partnership with the ASISA Academy and BATSETA, has 
delivered 36 workshops to more than 500 South African 

their respective roles, thereby enhancing the retirement 

By pooling the grant funding from sponsors for trustee 
education the ASISA Foundation can make these 
workshops available on a fully-funded basis to South 

arrangement ensures that the workshops remain 
independent of any bias from individual service 

The following four workshops are available to retirement 
fund boards:

On day one delegates get to grips with the basics 

through to more advanced sessions on asset classes, 

as responsible and active asset owners with a clear 
focus on investment policy formulation including 

The morning session looks at the purpose and 

duties, applicable legislation and the role played by 

The afternoon session builds on the morning with an 
engaging evaluation of ethical trustee behaviour and 

 Tailored workshop for individual funds

  Tailored workshop for individual funds

To further ensure the independence of the content 
of the workshops, one of the key requirements of the 
Academy’s presenters is that they are currently not staff 

and more than 70 years of combined investment 

independent presenters is available to run the workshops 

The ASISA Academy and ASISA Foundation have entered 
into a collaborative arrangement with the Batseta 

provides trustee education to Batseta members who in 
turn, are awarded continuing professional development 

For further information, please contact the 
ASISA Academy Trustee Education programme 
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WHEN YOU CHOOSE RETURNS 
THAT MATTER.

THE FUTURE 
IS BEAUTIFUL

Futuregrowth is a l icensed Financial  Services Provider .

We’re building a future where everyone benefits, and it’s beautiful. 

As a leading funder of development in South Africa, Futuregrowth is 

helping to build a stronger South African economy while targeting 

benchmark-beating returns for retirement funds.

The future is beautiful when you choose returns that matter.

Choose Futuregrowth.

www.futuregrowth.co.za



BENEFICIARY FUNDS

Apply even-handedness, 
not knee-jerks

Jeanetta Hendricks, business development manager at FedGroup, highlights the 
need for trustee impartiality in selecting a beneficiary-care provider.

T
he need for trustees to be impartial in 

deliberating on the placement of pension funds, 

following the death of a fund member, has 

been highlighted by the Pensions Fund Adjudicator. 

Muvhango Lukhaimane is concerned that, when a fund 

member dies, trustees often place the member’s monies 

with the pension fund’s administrator simply because it 

has a beneficiary-fund offering. 

This is too easy a course for trustees to adopt. A 

pension fund’s administrator, which has a beneficiary 

service as part of a broader end-to-end offering, 

may not always be the best choice when it comes to 

meeting the unique needs of beneficiaries. 

It is necessary that trustees apply their minds and, 

in so doing, aim to act with greater impartiality for the 

best interests of beneficiaries. This is because trustees 

are ultimately responsible for the continued care of 

beneficiaries. How the monies are placed is the main 

enabler for ongoing financial support to those left 

destitute following the loss of a primary breadwinner. 

It is the responsibility of trustees to ensure that 

beneficiaries are catered for according to their specific 

needs. That’s why this important decision should not 

be based on convenience, shareholder interests or even 

nepotism. Accordingly, when deliberating on which 

beneficiary-fund provider to entrust with this role, 

trustees need to base their decision on objective criteria.

This approach is also required of trustees to 

fulfil their mandate and meet their fiduciary duties 

as outlined in the Pensions Fund Act. Beneficiaries 

should ideally receive the same levels of care and 

support as provided by their parents. In selecting 

a beneficiary-fund provider, subjective biases and 

preferences must be set aside for an informed and 

even-handed decision to be made.

Further, of course, the Pension Funds Act requires 

that trustees act independently and without conflicts 

of interest. All reasonable steps must be taken to 

ensure they act with diligence so that fund members 

are best served.

Importantly for this purpose, when it comes to 

beneficiary care, trustees should consider

 How frequently they review competitive 

 beneficiary-fund providers; 

 How much they apply themselves to making an 

 unbiased evaluation of these providers, and 

 How they rate the comparative ability of 

 the pension fund administrator to perform the 

 beneficiary-care role.

Trustees should also consider case-by-case whether a 
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single beneficiary-fund provider would be sufficient 

or even capable of meeting the specific needs of a 

beneficiary, or whether two or maybe three providers 

might be better able according to their specialist 

capabilities. 

While there may be cost implications, there is not 

always a one-size-fits-all approach to the provisioning 

of optimal care for beneficiaries. When all the 

necessary requirements are considered, as they must 

be considered, for trustees simply to take the easiest 

route in appointing a beneficiary-care provider is 

definitely not an option. 

Ultimately, trustees are handing over the care 

of a vulnerable person. It is not merely a financial 

transaction. It is ultimately up to trustees impartially 

to make the appropriate choice in selecting a 

beneficiary-fund provider, not willy-nilly to appoint 

the pension-fund administrator. 

While this may not always be easy, it is certainly 

the most important decision for the best interests of 

the beneficiary. 

Hendricks . . . careful choices
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Still trying to work out how any 

person, subject to SA law, can get 

a R240m house for R8m.

Please advise.

Since every man and his dog is 

trying to predict the consequences 

of the ANC infighting, more 

intense by the day, here’s a modest 

contribution:

Sooner than later, Zuma will 

go. He’ll be replaced by a president 

acceptable to the EFF so that it can be 

reabsorbed into the body of the beast. 

After the local-election results, this will 

facilitate an increased majority for the 

ANC in the next general election and 

curb the EFF’s embarrassing theatrics.

Relax! Even with a few harmless 

cabinet posts for the now-former 

“Fighters”, it won’t mean a swing by 

the ANC to EFF “policies”. More 

likely, it will mean the Malema crowd 

being dominated (numerically and 

persuasively) by talented growth-

focused groupings in the ANC’s 

urban-based younger generation 

(united with the EFF in wanting Zuma 

out). 

So, in my view, go long on the 

rand. But I’m not saying when.

 

What have these ANC 

groupings been doing 

meanwhile? They might answer as 

Kruschev did when asked what he 

was doing under Stalin.

“Waiting,” Kruschev famously 

replied.

Much of the ANC internal 

battles are about its “soul” as 

morphed by Jacob Zuma, with the 

Democratic Alliance attempting to 

grab the legacy of Nelson Mandela.

The contrast between Zuma and 

Mandela can hardly be more vividly 

illustrated than by Zuma’s cabinet 

comprising over 70 members. When 

Mandela appointed his first all-ANC 

cabinet in 1996, there were only 25 

members.

He announced that he’d “taken 

into account the commitment of 

the government to rationalise and 

streamline its activities as much as 

practicable in order to save public 

funds”.

When to negotiate and when 

to confront? Back to the 

Futuregrowth imbroglio. 

Can’t quite see the point of 

“engaging” with the directors of 

state-owned enterprises, who might 

be as accommodating as the day is 

long, when the Big Director above 

them has an agenda all his own.

Of distant memory is the 

African Resistance Movement, 

largely comprising young whites, 

during the early 1960s. As an 

anti-apartheid protest, their acts 

of sabotage caused some brief 

electricity outages. The captured 

ARM members got long prison 

sentences.

These days, Eskom executives get 

salaries and performance bonuses.

In its first week of running 

Johannesburg, the new DA 

administration started work on 

Observatory streets:

Hold thumbs that it isn’t a sign of 

things to come.

 

Aglamorous lady got into the 

back of a London taxi. Seriously 

drunk and totally naked, she told the 

driver that she was happy for him to 

stare at her.

“Actually,” remarked the 

business-savvy cabbie, “I’m 

wondering where you’ve put the 

money for the fare.”

GRAVY
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The Advantage of Knowing

Liberty Group Ltd – an authorised financial services provider in terms of the FAIS Act (Licence No. 2409). Terms and conditions apply.

10 000 employers 
trust us with their 
employee benefits. 

We don’t know what keeps your employees up at night. We don’t know whether it’s worrying about 
the future, or their finances. But we do know that lost productivity due to sleepless nights can cost 
your company up to R46 000 per employee.

That’s why we give your employees real support, and peace of mind, with comprehensive benefits like 
Trauma Counselling, Retirement, and Life Cover. It’s why more employers trust us with their employee 
benefits than any other. 

To give your bottom line the Liberty Corporate Advantage, speak to your Financial Adviser, 
visit liberty.co.za, or call us on 011 408 2999.
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Sanlam Investments consists of the following authorised Financial Services Providers: Sanlam Investment Management (Pty) Ltd (“SIM”), Sanlam Multi Manager International (Pty) Ltd (“SMMI”), Satrix Managers (RF) (Pty) Ltd, 
Graviton Wealth Management (Pty) Ltd (“GWM”), Graviton Financial Partners (Pty) Ltd (“GFP”), Radius Administrative Services (Pty) Ltd (“Radius”), Blue Ink Investments (Pty) Ltd (“Blue Ink”), Sanlam Capital Markets (Pty) Ltd 
(“SCM”), Sanlam Private Wealth (Pty) Ltd (“SPW”) and Sanlam Employee Benefits (Pty) Ltd (“SEB”), a division of Sanlam Life Insurance Limited; and has the following approved Management Companies under the Collective 
Investment Schemes Control Act: Sanlam Collective Investments(RF) (Pty) Ltd(“SCI”) and Satrix Managers (RF) (Pty) Ltd (“Satrix”).

Our expertise includes:

Active  |  Passive  |  Alternative  |  Multi-Management

Investments
www.sanlaminvestments.com

When your signature impacts many, caution becomes critical.

There’s a time to be bold and a time to be cautious. But when your decisions impact on the wellbeing

of your employees, members, stakeholders and clients, caution is the more prudent strategy. That’s why we 

take our time to scrutinise every risk and requirement, consider every eventuality, before making decisions.

Which means that, when the time comes to sign on behalf of others, you can do so boldly.


